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Winner of Inaugural Four Courts Press Michael Adams 

Prize in Irish Medieval Studies  
 
 
Congratulations to Dr Tomás Ó Carragáin,   
lecturer in the Department of Archaeology in the 
College of Arts, Celtic Studies and Social Sciences 
at University College Cork, who has been awarded 
the inaugural Four Courts Press Michael  
Adams Prize in Irish Medieval Studies. This prize 
was awarded recently at the International  
Congress on Medieval Studies at Kalamazoo and 
was presented for the best peer-reviewed  
essay/article on Irish Medieval Studies published 
in a book or journal during the period 2006–2010.  
 
Dr Ó Carragáin won for his outstanding essay entitled The Architectural Setting of the Mass 
in Early-medieval Ireland published in volume 53 of Medieval Archaeology. The judges 
found that his submission stood out as a beautifully written and clearly argued article that 
works effectively with material from different disciplines, moving seamlessly between texts, 
artefacts, liturgy, theology, and practical sense. The illustrations were elegant and  
balanced, creating an illuminated reflection of the narrative. All the judges found that the 
article is likely to be of critical importance for helping scholars in different disciplines to 
understanding medieval Irish society.  
 

 
Pictured (l-r) are: Dr Niall Brady, President of the American Society of Irish  
Medieval Studies Ireland; Mr Martin Healy, Four Courts Press; Dr Tomás Ó  

Carraigain, UCC; Dr Michael Potterton. Four Courts Press. 
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Would You Like to Feature your Project or  
Research in Cuttings? 

 
Cuttings plans to report on funded research projects or 
on individual research currently being undertaken by 
Forum members. Many thanks to Dr Peter Crooks, 
Trinity College Dublin, whose report on the Irish 
Chancery Letters project features in this issue. 
 
If you would like share news of your project or work 
with the FMRSI community, please contact  
Cuttings editor Carrie Griffin (carrie.griffin@ucc.ie) or 
the Forum (medrenforum@gmail.com).   

News: Funding Announced for Architectural and Archaeological  
Heritage Projects 

Mr Jimmy Deenihan, TD, Minister for Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht invites applications 
from bodies, such as charities, academic institutions, local authorities, and professional 
organisations, for funding for good quality projects which will support and complement 
national policies in relation to the architectural and archaeological heritage 
environments.  Any funding made available for such projects will be provided in accordance 
with the Waste Management (Amendment) Act 2001 (No 36 of 2001) and with the Waste 
Management (Environment Fund) (Prescribed Payments) Regulations 2003 (S.I. No 478 of 
2003). The overall level of funding available for eligible projects in 2011 will be €300,000 in 
total.  Applications may be submitted for funding for projects that will extend into 2012. 
Depending on the level of funding available, applications for funding may also be invited in 
2012.  
 
Financial assistance from the Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht may not 
exceed 80 % of the estimated overall cost of delivering a project.  The unfunded element 
may include personnel time invested and/or other financial resources. The closing date for 
receipt of applications by the Department is 3pm on Wednesday 15th June 2011. For full 
details, and terms and conditions, please see the Department’s website: 
http://www.dast.gov.ie/publications/release.asp?ID=101079  
 
 

mailto:carrie.griffin@ucc.ie�
mailto:medrenforum@gmail.com�
http://www.dast.gov.ie/publications/release.asp?ID=101079�
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Undoing the Damage: 
A Calendar of Irish Chancery Letters, c.1244–1509 

 
Those precious records, which would have been so useful to the future historian, have been 
devoured by the flames or scattered in fragments by the four winds of heaven. 

 
So runs a lament in the Irish Times of 3 July 1922, three days after the explosion and fire in the record 
treasury of the Public Record Office of Ireland at the Four Courts that destroyed much of Ireland’s 
documentary heritage dating back to the early thirteenth century. The losses were particularly acute for 
late medieval Irish history, which at the time of the disaster was arguably the most dynamic and 
professional sub-discipline within Irish historical  studies as a whole. 
 
Among the most important classes of record destroyed were the rolls of the medieval Irish chancery. 
The chancery was the secretariat of the kings of England, responsible for 
issuing letters in the king’s name under the great seal of Ireland. Copies of 
many of these out-going letters were transcribed painstakingly by the 
medieval chancery clerks on to long rolls of parchment known as the 
‘chancery rolls’. These chancery rolls had suffered a number of disasters 
in the centuries before the cataclysm of 1922, often because of the 
inadequacy of their storage facilities. On the eve of the Reformation the 
archbishop of  Dublin sneered that the chancery in Dublin castle was 
‘more like a swine-sty than a stable’. Yet, despite the damp and the 
neglect and the nibbling of vermin, some 123 chancery rolls dating from 
the reigns of Edward I to Henry VII were still extant in the early twentieth 
century. Every one of these rolls was destroyed in the Four Courts blaze. 
 
Next month a new internet resource known as CIRCLE will be published 
online at www.tcd.ie/chancery and should go some way towards mitigating the effects of 1922 for late 
medieval Irish studies. CIRCLE (=A Calendar of Irish Chancery Letters, c.1244–1509) is the chief output 
of the Irish Chancery Project, a three-year project based at Trinity College Dublin and funded by the 
Irish Research Council for the Humanities and Social Sciences. The aim of the project is to reconstruct 
the lost medieval Irish chancery rolls (1244–1509). 
 
How have the letters been reconstructed? Irish medievalists are often overheard complaining that their 
work is hampered by an absence of evidence. True, we have nothing like the ocean of parchment  
records upon which historians of late medieval England launch their careers. But by comparison with 
our colleagues in continental Europe we are relatively fortunate in the materials that survive for late 
medieval Ireland. The problem is not so much the absence of evidence as the fact that the records are 
scattered across different archives and often survive in the form of post-medieval transcripts and  
abstracts. 
 

continued 
 
 
 
Image: Facsimile of the dorse of Irish close roll, 2 Edward II (1308x9). Original destroyed in 1922. Image from Gilbert, 
Facsimiles, iii, plate 3: ‘Memorandum on records destroyed by fire at St Mary’s abbey, Dublin, A.D. 1304; and 
enumeration of official documents delivered to Walter Thornbury, chancellor of Ireland, by the executors of Thomas 
Cantok, bishop of Ely, his predecessor in office, who died A.D. 1308–9’.  
 
 

http://www.tcd.ie/chancery�
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The sources on which CIRCLE is based 
range in date from the fourteenth to 
nineteenth centuries and are located in 
various archival repositories in the 
Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland, 
England and the USA. Two classes of  
material were particularly important in the  
reconstruction of the chancery letters. The 
first is comprised of copies of Irish 
chancery letters sent during the Middle 
Ages to the English government based at 
Westminster. Equally important are 
transcripts and calendars made by Irish 
antiquarians from the seventeenth to the 
early nineteenth centuries. These sources, 
which are mostly in Latin, have been 
translated into English and dynamically 
linked to a digitized  
version of the Latin calendar of the Irish 
patent and close rolls published by the  
Record Commission of Ireland in 1828—a volume which provides the spine of the reconstruction process 
because it shows us the structure of the original rolls. When CIRCLE goes live next month it will contain 
approximately 20,000 letters. The calendar is being made available online in the first instance so that the 
community of scholars will have an opportunity to engage with the material and suggest any additions 
(for it is always possible that further letters await discovery) or corrections. A three-volume print edition 
will then be published by the Irish Manuscripts Commission in 2013. Any letters discovered after the 
publication of the printed edition will also be made available online and will be submitted for publication 
in serial form to the journal Analecta Hibernica. 
 
The CIRCLE website also provides access to an unparalleled collection of digital images of original Irish 
chancery letters. The image collection is made of ‘engrossments’—that is, the actual letters that were 
issued by the chancery as opposed to the ‘enrolment’ which is the copy of the same letter on the 
chancery roll—, which survive in seigneurial and municipal archives, for instance among the deeds of the 
Butler earls of Ormond and the charter collection of the city of Dublin. It is hoped that this digital 
collection of MS sources will become a standard teaching aid for students of palaeography and that this 
in turn will stimulate further archival work on late medieval Irish sources. 
 
What of the letters themselves? Well, they are extraordinarily rich and varied in their contents and 
should become a staple for many kinds of researcher—political historians obviously, but also historians 
of society, economy, settlement and gender, as well as genealogists, historical geographers and  
archaeologists. The letters include appointments to high office, grants of lands and charters to towns. 
They allow us to trace the descent of landed estates and the lineages of families. They reveal the 
interactions between the Dublin government and Gaelic chiefs. They show armies on the march, 
prisoners being  
ransomed, castles being razed, tower houses being built. Merchants are found seeking licences to trade 
with Prussia, Portugal, France and Spain. Men and women of Gaelic origin, normally excluded from the 
benefits of English law, purchase letters granting liberty from their ‘Irish servitude’. Individual letters 
offers micro-histories, such as the chancellor who absconds with the great seal of Ireland or the countess 
of Kildare who complains to the king that reports of her death are greatly exaggerated. 
 
In sum, these seemingly dry administrative records throw a flood of light on this most fascinating yet  
under-studied period in Irish history. 
 
- Peter Crooks, Trinity College Dublin 
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Hortulus is a refereed journal devoted to the literature and cultures of the medieval world.  
 
The journal is published annually online, and its mission is to present a forum in which 
graduate students from around the globe may share their work. The 2010 issue of  
Hortulus: The Online Graduate Journal of Medieval  Studies is now available at: 
http://www.hortulus.net/~hortulus/index.php/Vol._6%2C_No._1%2C_2010. 
 
The theme of this year’s volume is ‘Exile in the Middle Ages’, and the journal  
contains two articles on this topic, along with four book reviews on recent publications 
dealing with the medieval period. 
 
Graduate students are invited to become readers for Hortulus. Readers for the journal 
review all submissions and aid in the selection  process. Details are available at http://
www.hortulus.net/~hortulus/index.php/Readers. Readers may not submit articles for 
publication; however, they are invited to submit book review for the journal. Reviews are 
edited (but not peer-reviewed), so it is also an excellent way to gain experience and 
feedback on academic writing. 
 
Future plans include raising the profile of Hortulus online, and widening our scope to 
include more book reviews and encourage more submissions from fields such as medieval 
history and art history, in addition to medieval literature. To this end, Hortulus can now be 
followed on Facebook, Academia.edu, and Twitter: HortulusJournal. 
 
The call for papers for the next issue of Hortulus will appear in October 2011, with a 
submission deadline of March 1. Graduate students interested in publishing in the journal 
are encouraged to keep up to date with progress on the journal’s website: 
http://www.hortulus.net. 
 
-Many thanks to the editors of Horulus for their submission 
 

https://email.ucc.ie/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.hortulus.net/~hortulus/index.php/Vol._6%252C_No._1%252C_2010�
https://email.ucc.ie/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.hortulus.net/~hortulus/index.php/Readers�
https://email.ucc.ie/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.hortulus.net/~hortulus/index.php/Readers�
https://email.ucc.ie/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.hortulus.net/~hortulus/index.php/Readers�
https://email.ucc.ie/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.hortulus.net/~hortulus/index.php/Readers�
http://www.hortulus.net/�
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Cúpla NÓimÉAD  ... 
Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin  

 
 
How did you come to medieval/Renaissance studies? 
 
Partly by accident, and laziness.  I was very interested in eighteenth-century poetry, 
but the lecture was at 9 on a Friday morning whereas the Renaissance lecture on 
Spenser was at a respectable hour.  I was 18 when I made a decision that changed 
my life.  I gradually discovered that my interest in history and languages as well as 
literary texts made it a good decision, and that I had found an inexhaustible field. 
 
Who was your most inspirational teacher/mentor, and why? 
 
Tom McAlindon, tall and handsome, who lectured on Shakespeare in Cork for a 
year before decamping to Hull.   
 
What is the last conference you attended? 
 
All the recent conferences I’ve attended have been poetry festivals, unless you count 
an Irish Studies conference in Brazil last September.  I am greatly looking forward 
to next September’s Renaissance City of Literature conference in Dublin. 
 
Which book(s) are you currently reading? 
 
Aspects of English Protestantism by Nicholas Tyacke; What is a Lollard by J. Patrick 
Hornbeck; La Civil Conversazione by Stefano Guazzo. 
 
What are your hopes for the future of early studies in Ireland? 
 
I hope that the interdisciplinary aspect can be strengthened without dumbing down 
the core disciplines. 
 
What achievement in your career are you most proud of, and why? 
 
I am proudest of my postgraduate students – not all have been in early studies, but 
their energy and alertness have reassured me that there is a future for rigorous 
intellectual enquiry. 
 

Continued...  
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Cúpla NÓimÉAD  … (continued) 
Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin  

 
 
What's your guilty pleasure when working? 
 
Skiving off to write poetry, frequently because of ideas generated by teaching or 
research. 
 
What excites you most about teaching medieval/early modern topics to 
students? 
 
The way really good students will self-select into medieval and Renaissance topics 
and be prepared to do the necessary work to make a go of it. The moment when 
one finds oneself saying ‘I’m glad you asked me that’ because it enables one to 
open a door. 
 
In your opinion can Irish medievalists do more to promote what they do, and 
how? 
 
We should probably be talking to kids at school and engaging with the way they 
are taught/assessed, encouraging research experience at second level. 
 
What is your favourite historical novel/movie/website to do with the early 
periods? 
 
La Reine Margot is the favourite film. The website I find exciting just now is the one 
at the Erasmus Center for Early Modern Studies.  It’s very promising though it 
doesn’t all work yet.: http://www.erasmus.org/index.cfm 
 
If you could be transported back in time to witness something, what would it 
be? 
 
The meeting between Gráinne Uí Mháille and Philip Sidney 
 
Which historical figure do you most admire? 
 
Erasmus. 
 
Eiléan is Professor of English Literature at Trinity College Dublin, an award-

winning poet, and a member of FMRSI’s advisory board. 

http://www.erasmus.org/index.cfm�
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Conference Report: Authorities and Adaptations 
 
On Friday 15 and Saturday 16 April, thirty scholars working on various aspects of  
medieval Irish history and literature gathered in Cambridge for an advanced research 
workshop on the theme of 'Authorities and Adaptations: the Reworking and 
Transmission of Sources in Irish Textual Culture, c. 1000 - c. 1200'. The reshaping of 
earlier source material to accommodate contemporary concerns is a significant 
phenomenon in medieval literary culture, and particularly so in Ireland. The process of 
recycling and reworking textual materials has often been commented on by scholars of 
medieval Irish, but had never been systematically interrogated. Over the course of the 
two days of the workshop, Celticists from Britain, Ireland, Germany and the United 
States  
addressed the question of how sources were reshaped and adapted in eleventh- and 
twelfth-century Ireland. By studying how older authorities were used in medieval  
Ireland, the participants sought to further our understanding of how medieval Irish 
intellectuals and authors understood their own history and literary inheritance. 
 
The papers presented at the workshop encompassed texts in both Latin and Old/
Middle Irish, and ranged across many genres, from law to history-writing, from  
narrative prose to doctrinal poetry, and from biblical exegesis to grammatical tracts. A 
number of papers also focused on how earlier texts, including legal texts, grammars 
and poetry, accreted layers of learned commentary, which shaped the way those texts 
were read and understood by later audiences. As all of the papers demonstrated, the 
reworking of earlier source material was not merely a deferential act of preservation: 
rather, authors engaged actively with their sources, reshaping them to meet 
contemporary concerns, and using authorities to lend weight to words that would 
resonate with new, and changing, audiences. 
 
The workshop, convened by Dr Elizabeth Boyle (University of Cambridge) was funded 
by the Leverhulme Trust, the H.M. Chadwick Fund, and the Department of Anglo-
Saxon, Norse and Celtic, University of Cambridge. Participants at the conference were 
as follows:  
 
Pádraic Moran (NUI Galway), Patrick O'Neill (University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill), Deborah Hayden (Hughes Hall, Cambridge), Paul Russell (University of 
Cambridge), Elizabeth Boyle (St Edmund’s College, Cambridge), Brent Miles 
(University College Cork), Caoimhín Breatnach (University College Dublin), Thomas 
Charles-Edwards (Jesus College, Oxford), Máire Herbert (University College Cork), 
Ralph O’Connor (University of Aberdeen), Ruairí Ó hUiginn (NUI Maynooth), Hugh 
Fogarty (University College Cork), Geraldine Parsons (University of Glasgow), Mark 
Williams (Peterhouse, Cambridge), Michael Clarke (NUI Galway), Erich Poppe 
(Philipps-Universität Marburg), Máire Ní Mhaonaigh (St John’s College, Cambridge), 
Kevin Murray (University College Cork). 
 
- Elizabeth Boyle, University of Cambridge 
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Cuttings Editor:  
Dr Carrie Griffin 

(carrie.griffin@ucc.ie/
c.griffin@qmul.ac.uk) 

FIND US ON  
 
 
 
 
 

Become a fan of the 
FMRSI at: 

http://www.facebook.com
/pages/Forum-for-

Medieval-and-
Renaissance-Studies-in-
Ireland/167725991439?v

=wall  

HIGHLIGHTS FROM FMRSI WEBSITE: JUNE  
 
Call for Papers, The Winter’s Tale  
Symposium, University of Liverpool: http://
fmrsi.wordpress.com/2011/05/27/cfp-the-winters-
tale-symposium/  
 
PhD Studentships, University of Wales,  
Aberystwyth: http://
fmrsi.wordpress.com/2011/05/27/funding-phd-
studentships-university-of-wales-aberystwyth/  

 
Postdoctoral Fellowships, the Icelandic Research 
Fund: http://fmrsi.wordpress.com/2011/05/22/
employment-post-doc-fellowships-the-icelandic-
research-fund/  
 
Historic Libraries in Context, University of Ulster: 
http://fmrsi.wordpress.com/2011/05/19/event-
historic-libraries-in-context-university-of-ulster-7-8-
jun-2011/  
 
 

Oénach: FMRSI Reviews 

 

The Editor welcomes suggestions for titles for review in future issues 
of Oénach: FMRSI Reviews. 

If you have a proposal for a review, please send an e-mail 
to: oenach.reviews@gmail.com. 

Dr Ann Buckley, Editor; http://oenach.wordpress.com/reviews/  
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